The detection of a data sequence with embedded known symbols is considered. For a class of symbol-by-symbol decision feedback receivers, known symbol distributions optimal with respect to the criterion of average mean square error(A-MSE) are presented. Optimal design of the decision feedback receiver is also obtained. Simulation results show that, compared to the performance with conventional symbol placement strategy, considerable gain can be obtained by the joint optimization of symbol placement and equalizer.
INTRODUCTION
In data communications, especially in packet transmission schemes, usually there are known symbols embedded in the data stream. For a given receiver structure, the placement of known symbols may affect the receiver performance. This raises the following questions: given the percentage of known symbols to be embedded in the data stream,
1.
What is the optimal placement of known symbols?
2. Does the placement of known symbols depend on the transmission channel?
What is the optimal equalizer?
Previous work in equalizer design in the presence of known symbols has been mainly with respect t o iterative equalization [6, 2, 11. Almost all of them design the optimum b1SE equalizer assuming that they have tentative decisions on all the symbols. Mueller and Salz [7] examined the problem of obtaining the optimum MSE forward filter and feedback filters, given that only a subset of data symbols are known. Hsu [4] , and more recently, Kaleh [5] have addressed the equalization problem for block transmission systems, where known symbols are placed periodically in the data stream separating the blocks of data. Usually, in this scenario the length of consecutive known symbols is greater than the time spread of the channel. The starting point of all the previous work is the assumption of a fixed distribution of known symbols. The main objective of this paper is to optimize the symbol placement and equalization jointly. Very little work has been reported in this regard. It turns out that conventional strategy of placing known symbols together in clusters carries a penalty in performance. For some cases, the loss of performance can be substantial. For a particular class of symbol-by-symbol decision feedback structures, we give known symbol placement schemes that are optimal under certain conditions that are easily satisfied. Surprisingly, as shown in section 4, the optimal symbol placement does not depend on the actual channel coefficients. Because the placement of known symbols is a transmitter technique, the proposed strategy is particularly attractive for broadcast applications. A general optimal decision feedback receiver is also presented. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give the problem statement and necessary assumptions. In Section 3 we consider first the optimization of feedback structure. Here we present a design that is optimal for any reasonable criterion (in the sense of Ericson [3] ). In Section 4 we present the optimal symbol placement followed by, in Section 5 the optimal forward filter. Finally a simulation example is used to demonstrate the potential gain in performance when optimal symbol placement is used in place of the conventional clustered symbol placement.
PROBLEM STATEMENT

The Model
We consider the transmission of data sequence s k over a linear IS1 channel with additive white Gaussian noise of variance 0 : as shown in Figure 2 . The channel is assumed to have a finite impulse response of order L.
The input sequence, as illustrated in Figure 1 , consists of P known symbols and N unknown symbols although our results generalize naturally to the case when the number of unknown symbols goes to infinity with a fixed redundancy ratio P I N . Outside the duration of transmission, the input sequence is assumed to be zero. We further assume that unknown symbols are independent and identically distributed with zero mean and variance U:. back receivers with the structure shown in Figure 2 where a linear time invariant filter f ( z ) of order L f is followed by a general decision feedback detector B.
The constraint that the forward filter is time invariant greatly simplifies the implementation. We do not impose any constraints on the feedback structure as of now except that it has access to all the known symbols in the data stream and all the past decisions. We assume that the equalizer has a detection delay of d. Past decisions are assumed to be correct in the analysis.
We consider general symbol-by-symbol decision feed-
The Performance Criterion
Once we assume that the input data stream is composed of known and unknown symbols, the input sequence is no longer stationary. The performance of an 
Equalizer
Figure 2: Equalizer Structure equalizer for such a stream depends in general on the position of the symbol being detected, and hence the widely used mean square error (MSE) criterion needs to be modified to take into account the performance at all the positions in the stream. In this paper, we consider the average mean square error (A-MSE) defined as where P is the index set for the known symbols. Our objective to perform the joint opt,imization of A-MSE
OPTIMAL FEEDBACK STRUCTURES
We begin the joint optimization of A-MSE with the design of the optimal feedback filter after fixing the known symbol distribution P and forward filter f . Our result here is more general in the sense that the resulting feedback structure is optimal for any reasonable performance criterion. As defined by Ericson [ 3 ] , a reasonable criterion is one that becomes worse with any independent additive disturbance in the observation. L, (number of taps in filter e) so that the structure shown is optimal is
Lemma
Provided the above condition is satisfied, the optimal choice of taps is
Structures conceptually similar to PC-DFE have been the starting point for previous work in equalization with known future symbols [2, 71. Lemma 1 mandates that the choice of the feedback structure of PC-DFE is in fact optimal for any reasonable criterion.
OPTIMAL SYMBOL PLACEMENT
We now optimize the distribution of the known symbols for the optimally designed receiver. The optimal receiver is a function of the propagation channel and intuitively we would also expect the optimal known symbol distribution to be a function of the channel. But that would render the optimization of symbol placement useless for broadcast applications. Fortunately, the following theorem shows that the optimal symbol distribution is independent of the channel.
Theorem 1 For a fixed decision delay d and a given f , i f -P -
( where x+ denotes the non-negative part of x ) a symbol distribution P is optimal i f and:only i f This property is crucial in broadcast applications. Also, the optimal symbol distribution is not unique; many strategies are equivalent in terms of their A-MSE performance. The theorem does not say anything about the optimal placement schemes, if the percentage of known symbols is greater than &%.
We conjecture that in this case there is no distribution which is uniformly best for all channels. But even in this case, we would expect distributing the known symbols across the data stream to be better than clustering.
OPTIMAL FORWARD FILTER
In this section we complete the joint optimization of the A-MSE. We assume that the total number of known symbols P is such that optimal distributions as indicated in the previous section are possible. Also we assume that the number of unknown data symbols N is large enough to ignore the end effects. The optimal forward filter assuming the feedback structure and the placement are chosen optimally is given by f o = (HyAHd + XIA,+I)-'H;ed 
A
When P = 0, the optimum forward filter turns out to be the same as the one for conventional DFE. As P increases, the power in the precursors of optimum qi increases because known symbols can be used to cancel the precursor ISI.
. SIMULATIONS
We tested the joint optimization strategy by comparing the performance of the MMSE-DFE with known symbol placement as in the GSM-standard with that of PC-DFE with the proposed known symbol placement scheme. The packet structure of a normal burst in GSM was used for the simulation. The data structure within a normal burst consists of 148 bits out of which 116 are information bearing bits. There is a 26 bit training sequence in the middle of the packet. Also there are 3 start bit and 3 stop bits present in the packet.
The channel used for the simulation was h = [0.407 0.815 0.4071. The order of the forward filter L j was equal to 1. The detection delay d was set at 1. The feedback filters of the conventional DFE and the PC-DFE were chosen to be as long as required for complete IS1 cancellation. Figure 5 gives the performance of MMSE-DFE for the GSM packet, the performance of PC-DFE if the known symbols were distributed as suggested by Theorem 1 and also the performance of PC-DFE if the packet had 50% known symbols that were distributed optimally.
This simulation shows the potential gain present in the joint optimization of the equalizer and placement schemes. We expect the performance gain to increase with increasing SNR since then the performance loss in a conventional DFE is mainly due to the precursor ISI. Also on channels for which the power of precursors is large, we expect a high performance gain.
CONCLUSIONS
The known symbols present in the data stream can aid in equalization. Decision feedback receivers that use the known symbols for detection have been introduced. The performance of the equalizer depends 
